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In 1964, North Vietnam was guiding and supporting the VC insurgency

in South Vietnam in a number of ways corresponding exactly to the forms of

u.S. involvement in the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion ("Cuba I," in bureau-

cratic argot). In order to compel North Vietnam to "stop doing what she

was doing" and "to leave her neighbors alone," the U.S. Government launched

a series of "pressures" in what some officials may have regarded as the

pattern of successful coercion in the 1962 Missile Crisis, "Cuba II." It

failed.

Meanwhile, in part stimulated by such confrontations as the Berlin

-
Crisis of 1961 and the Cuban ~lissi1e Crisis, a literature was appearing

by such strategic analysts as Thomas Schelling and Herman Kahn on "crisis

management" and the use of demonstrative force and threats of "escalation"

to support "coercive diplomacy. "I Both the form and apparent aims of the

process of threatening and then bombing North Vietnam from the early spring

of 1964 through the late spring of 1965 appeared so closely similar to the

analytical models of these theorists--as they were quick to recognize, with the

1See, for example, "Escalation and its Strategic Context" by
Herman Kahn, in National Security: Political, }lilitary and Econo
mic Strategies in the Decade Ahead (New York, 1963); Herman Kahn,
On Escalation (New York, 1965); Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and In
fluence (New Haven, 1966). (Most of Schelling's book had appeared.
earlier, and for its theoretical framework it drew heavily upon
his pathbreaking work in bargaining theory, The Strategy of Con
flict (Cambridge, 1960) ).
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Tonkin Gulf reprisals drawing unwontedly enthusuastic approval from

Schellingl--that some have conjectured a conscious application of their

formal strategies by policy-makers.

That genesis seems highly unlikely. The bureaucratic roots of the

coercive policy go back at least to 1961, when it was proposed on a con-

tingent basis by Maxwell Taylor and Walt Rostow, both influential pro-

ponents in the 1964-65 period. What seems more plausible is that such

writers as Schelling and Kahn were expressing analytically_ in the '60's

premises and orientations that were widely shared in the official, semi-

official and academic circles in which they mov~d. They drew, in gener-
•

al and abstract form, tactical conclusions, specific instances of which

were quite likely to be invented independently by officials confronting

particular conflict situations of that period.

However, the correspondence in principle seems valid. Thus, the

trial of the coercive tactics in the case of North Vietnam seems a fair

l"If the American military action was widely judged unusually fit
ting, this was an almost aesthetic judgment. If words like "repartee"
cam be applied to war and diplomacy, the military action was an expres
sive bit of repartee. It took mainly the form of deeds, not words, but
the deeds were articulate ••• that night's diplomacy was carried out
principally by pilots, not speechwriters." (Schelling, Arms and In
fluence, p. 142.)

Kahn's book, appearing too soon after the event to incorporate more
than brief comments on the reprisal (On Escalation, pp. 54, 261) is
more reserved, if not grudging: "I fear, though, that the 1962 Cuban
missile crisis and ~he recent crisis in the Bay of Tonkin in the summer
of 1964 may have given some government policy-makers and their staffs
a greater sense of skill and capability in command and control than is
completely justified, even if some feeling of increased "technical" .
competence is not completely misleading" (p. 256).
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test of the theory, as of the actual preconceptions of officials. \{hat

is to be learned from this eA~erience of failure, contrasting with the

earlier success?

It appears that some of the limitations and unrealities of the

models, when reexamined in the light of the Vietnam experience, do

seem to have characterized the thinking of policy-makers, in ways that

help explain why a policy that should have been seen as highly unpromis-

ing was adopted and why it did fail. On the other hand, some realistic

complications ignored in the abstract analyses were, in fact, well ap-

preciated by officials. (This is another reason for doubting any blind

application of the theories). A number of these neglected complexities

seem so critical, both to official thinking and to actual events, as to

make the relevance of the existing analytical work to other actual crises

both limited and suspect: even for analysing the perspectives and

choices of actual decision-makers, let alone for prescribing "optimal"

behavior or predicting the likely course of events.

The suggestion that, for certain key policy-makers, the intellectual

framework of the approach against North Vietnam was "born of the Cuban

missile crisis," is Henry Brandon's.

That brilliant success in averting thermonuclear war
by the application of the coolest of cool rationalism-~the

"graduated response"--provided one of the new wisdoms of
the nuclear age. President Kennedy, after weighing all
the odds and 'trying to understand the implications of
every move,' rejected the direct and immediate use of force.
He decided in favor of a slow crescendo of military measures
that avoided direct confrontation and imroediated retaliation,
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but clearly pointed at the possible and likely consequences
if the graduated response was allowed to reach its climax•

••• John Kennedy,' his brother Robert, McGeorge Bundy,
and Robert HcNamara were the architects of this flexible
strategy and the true believers in the intellectual pro
cess and its rational products. Robert Kennedy's history
of the Cuban missile crisis is the textbook to the gradu
ated response, and convincingly proves its validity. It
therefore became the answer to containing the risks of
direct nuclear confrontation that threaten every time a
superpower is involved in war or a warlike situation.
It succeeded in Cuba against the Soviet Union: logic
suggested that it ought also to be effective--·or more
so, since it had to deal with actual conflict--against
a small country such as North Vietnam. 1

Of the four "architects" mentioned, Bundy and McNamara were still

predominent among Presidential advisors in 1964-65. And both were, in-

deed, ardent advocates of the "graduated" bombing policy actually adopted

in the spring of 1965. (Lfkewf.se , Dean Rusk; and Halt \'i. Rostow,

articulate though offstage in both crises).

Yet, as one who myself participated in and later studied both the

Cuban }lissile Crisis and the 1964-65 escalation process in Vietnam,

I had never been specially struck by the similarities in the two ap-

proaches, as opposed to some major differences. After all, the one

case amounted to an elaborate threat-process, leading up to an explicit

(private) ultimatum promising decisive, though both limited and risky,

action if U.S. terms, e~odying significant concessions, were not

lHenry Brandon, The Anatomy of Error (Boston, 1969)p pp. 155-56.
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met. l It was, as it was designed and hoped to be, successful before

it ever became violent. The other was conceived from the bcginniug es-

sentially as a program of violent, if demonstrative, pressures. Tnis

was, as planned, preceded by non-violent signals, but with no expecta-

tions that these alone could be effective.

Given the many other differences as well, could it really be that

Cuba II was a critical influence on the thinking of, say, McNamara

and Bundy in the later Vietnam crisis? On the first reading Brandon's

comments recently, I doubted it. But on referring to the " t ex tbook"

cited by Brandon, I find the evidence powerfully suggestive.

In Robert Kennedy's account of lithe thirteen days" in 1962, the

President

knew he would have to act ••••~~at that action would be was still
to be determined. But he was convinced from the ~eginning that
he would have to do something ... Secretary HcNamara, by Wednesday,
became the blockade's strongest advocate. He argued that it was
limited pressure, which could be increased as the circumstances
warranted. Further, it WeS drematic and forceful pressure, which
would be understood yet, ffiOSt iEportantly, still leave us in con
trol of events.,,2

The similarity is unmistakable to the arguments in late 1964 for

what John T. McNaughton labelled the policy of "progressive squeeze-

and -talk,1I in contrast to the JCS-preferred alternative he termed

lBoth the ultimatum and the concession--informing Khrushchev pri
vately that U.S. IRBMs in Turkey would be removed U",ithin a short time
after this crisis was over"--were matters of the highest degree of sec
recy within the U.S. Gove~ment, guessed-at but not revealed until
Robert Kennedy's memoir, Thirteen Days (New York, 1969): pp. 106-109. To
make the threat acceptable, of course, Kennedy denied to Dobrynin that it
was an "ultimatum"; to make the offer giveable, he denied that it was a
"quid pro quo. 1I

2Robert F. Kennedy, Thirteen Days (new York, 1969), pp. 33-34.
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"full/fast squeeze. 11 ~~ Horeover, not only is the chosen (former) app roach

similar, as perceived by Lts proponents, but the "Thole set of options

and arguments correspond in the two cases.

In both crises the JCS favored a large-scale, comprehensi\e initial

attack: in the Cuban case, "five hundred sorties, striking all military

targets, including the missile sites, airfields, ports and gun emp1ace-

ment s "; in the case of North Vietnam, a "sharp sudden blow," including

Haiphone and Phuc Yen, an airfield near Hanoi, in initial attacks.

In both cases, the JCS "forcefully presented their view that"[f1exib1e

alternatives] woul.d not be effective. II In the earlier case, they had a

power fu L civilian ally: Dean Acheson, who argued in a "clear and brilliant

way" that "an air attack and invasion represented our only a1ternative.,,1

More recently, Acheson has confirmed this description of his v.iews , re-

porting without apparent embarrassment or change of heart his conviction

at that time that the air attack was lithe necessary and only effective

lOp. cit., pp. 36, 38. Italics added.

* .
This option was described as "Present po1iticies plus an orchestration

of communications with Hanoi and a crescendo of additional military moves
••• The scenario would be designed to give the U.S. the option at any point
to proceed or not, to escalate or not, and to quicken the pace or not."

•
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method of achieving our pu rpose , "I (Italics added)

That this j udgraent was flatly mi.st aken is indicated rather back-

handedly at the end of his account: "The amazing result ,,,as that by

the very next morning this hundred-to-one shot ce r t.ai.nLy app ear'ed to

be paying off. ,,2

All this may weLl, have made its O\VU impression on certain partici-

pants. Kennedy admits th2.t it had beeen "with some trepidation" that he

lDean Acheson, I1DeC'-" Aches on I s Version of Robert Kennedy I s Version
of the Cuba Hissile Affair,ll Esguire, February, 1969, p. 76. Acheson
stresses that his O\\7n preferred choice was : "simultaneous low-level
bombing attacks on the nuclear Lns t a.lLat.Lons ;" But this notion
was a non-is t er t er . As Acheson puts it, lithe narrow and specLfLc pro
posal •.• constantly becaw2. obscured and complicated by tri~~ings ad
ded by the military. It According to Kennedy, McNamara reported to the
ExCom that Achesonls proposal, l1 a surgical air strike, as it came to
be called--was militarily impractical in the view of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, that any such military action ~ould have to include all
military installations in Cub2., eventually leading to an invasion."
(Ibid., p. 34). This position was predictabJe, and effectively
ruled out Ac~esonls scheQe; and Acheson seems clearly to have pre
ferred even the JCS version to the blockade.

Experience both in Cuba and later in North Vietnam suggests that
the JCS may have had a better grasp of the reliability and limits of
one-slice aerial "surge ry" than did Acheson. vllien USAF pilots, after
years of training for nuclear war in planes designed for that alone,
finally were unleashed to drop high explosives on North Vietnam in
February, 1965, their first few missions produced such 10\\ estimates
of target damage that}l~~amara directed that these results be deleted
from public reports. As for Cuba, we counted about one-third more
missiles being transported a\\ay from Cuba after the crisis than any
form of reconnaissance or intelligence had ever spotted, earlier,
on the island; so even accurate bombing on a single strike--or for
that matter, repeated strikes--would have failed to be as ltdecisive"
as Acheson fantasied.

2Ibid., p , 46.
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had brought himself to argue agc.inst Acheson, of whom he W8S "a great

admirer"; listening to him on t he Berlin crisis a year earlier, til had

thought to myself that I had never heard anyone so lucid and convincing

and would never w.Lsh to be on the other side of an ar'gumen t with him. til

Nevertheless, "I supported HcNaEara's position in favor of a blockade.

This was not from a deep conviction that it would be a succEssful

course of action, but a feeling that it had more flexibility and fewer

liabilities than a military attack. "2

Despite success of this alternative to the "necessary and only ef

fective" course, Acheson apparently still sees no reason to reevaluate

his original judgment of "hundred-to-one" odds against; the President,

he concludes, had been "phenomenally lucky." But for others, the crisis

was surely a test not only of the chosen course of action but of the

credibility of arguments that it could not work. Tnis IDP.y well have

been remembered two years later, '~len the JCS were again pressing the

necessity of all-out, fast-paced bOEbing, and intelligence analyses

(while not quoting IOO-to-l against the more delibera:e, "limited,

flexible" program adopted) held out little promise that anything less

would decisively influence of the North Vietnamese leadership.

lKennedy, op. cit., p. 38

2I bi d . , r- 37
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If so, the hopeful inference was rnistill:en, the m~ciary a trap; a

tragic one, for Vietnamese even more than for 10'?-rlC2?_5. For this

"controlled, graduated" coercive strategy~ a hundrcd-ito-one shot.

To be sure, there are those (like HcCeorge Bundy) who point out

that coer cLon of the Hanoi leadership was not all that was intended

from the bombing program, or even, from the point of view of certain

participants, the main objective. Yet the probable failure, and its

consequences for later escalation and failure, of the coercive aim "las

certain to outweigh any imaginable side-benefits; whEther from temporarily

reassuring and " s t ablizingll the Saigon regime] to prc,ring to allies

and domestic critics that we woul.d , as one official cnce P:1t it, "waLk

the last mile for a friend."

Nothing that has happened has suggested that the a~proach advocated

by the JCS wouLd have worked any better, or been anything but an unprc-

cedented disaster, in either case. Yet warning might have been taken

from the reasons for the fact, recognized by all, t~2t verbal and non-violent

demonstrative action alone--effective in the case of Cuba II--would not

be adequate to get North Vietnam to meet our demands. The same factors

that made non-violent pressures inadequate and violent ones look "neces-

sary" in the 1964-65 situation would operate: (1) to keep those violent

lwhich was, in fact, overtutned by a half-abortive coup within
two weeks of the Pleiku "retaliation," and "Those civilian facade was
finally discarded by the ARVN leadership in Jllile, 1965. To be reminded
now of the "success" of the three-year bombing of K8rth Vietnam--or even
the first month of it--in terms of such modest, sUfposedly reasonable
purposes is like being told by a major arsonist th:ot his "true primary
aim" was to toast marshmaI l ows (he has the sticky fingers, he assures
us, if not the marshrnaL'l.ows , to show he succeeded) ..
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measures limited and ambiguous, (2) thus to make rhcu "Lnsuf f LcLcnz ;"

while encouraging still stronger means, and (3) to make stron~er at-

tacks,as well, inadequate.

Why was it, after all, that the contemplated "crescendo of military

measures ..l could comprise no more than 'Hords and maneDvers in the one

case,yet be effective against the world's most po~erful oppo~2nt; ~~ere

in the other, pitting the U.S.A. against one of the world's Esaller

agricultural countries, it was expected, correctly, that nothing less

than "messages" delivered by bomber pilots woul d do, and even they

would probably fail?

The answer's had to do "lith differences between the tHO cases in:

(1) the U.S. demand, as weighed by the opponent; (2) the impartance

of the stakes as seen by the U.S. public (and allies); (3) the means

available to enforce the demand, and the relative effectiveness, costs

(as affected by the opponent) and legitimacy (as seen by the U.S. public).

These differences in turn affected: (a) hOH sure the North V~etnam2se

leaders had ~o be that the U.S. would carry out its ultimate thre2ts,

before they would consider yielding to our demands; (b) how credible,

over time, the U.S. was in fact able to make these threats, even ~ith

IA phrase used by Brandon in 1969 to describe the Cuba II strategy,
and used by John HcNaughton in 1964 to characterize "progressive
squeeze-and-talk" option against North Vietnam.
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ferent measures led, as ~ell, to differences in effect and prospects

for success.

In both cases, the "crescendo" was designed, at least in part, to

compel an adversary to ,·!ithdraH certain recently infiltrated items:

missiles in the one case, cadres, "regroupeeslt and units in the other.

In the case of Cuba II:

1. The items to be removed could be seen by Americans as direct threats

to their lives; as immediately and isgnificantly shifting the strategic

balance of power; and as likely to influence, decisively and soon,

the course of the Berlin Crisis, threatening nuclear \lar and/or the co

hesion of the Western alliance. 2

2. The extreme secrecy, public deception and direct high level lies of

the Soviets supported the most ominous interpretations of their move;

lSee D. E11sberg, "T"he Theory and Practice of Blackmail,"
P-3883, the RAND Corporation, July 1968 (originally delivered as
a Lowell Lecture, Boston, March, 1959). In the technical terms of
that analysis of coercion, factor (a) above would be described as
North Vietnam's "critical risk," facing the specific U.S. threats
and demands, and factor (b) North Vietnam's actual or perceived
risk. The U.S. "problem," as coereer, Has to make (b) greater than
(a), by actions that affected one or both. But compared to the ad
versary's position in Cuba II, (a) looked much higher for North
Vietnam, (b) much Lower , and the U.S. ability to affect either, very
small.

2The first two of these perceptions were highly questionable-
indubitable though they seemed to Acheson--and might have been
widely questioned if the -crisis had lasted rouch longer; but they
were plausible first impressions, certain to be politically domin
ant for two weeks or more.

, .
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at the s ame t Lmc they indicated a "bad conscience" and provided a poli-

tical vulnerability.

3. The items Here in an area where , virtually all Americans agreed,

the opponents "had no business" and their very presence was directly

challenging, whereas we had the tradition, supposed "rLgbt ," and

strategic necessity of intervening tilere.

4. nle first violent U.S. move in eUDa (unless--as briefly considered--

it were against the Sp~ill alone) wouldl decisively and quickly destroy

the offending items. (ThUS, unless they were removed first under threat,

they could quickly be rCilloved by force; and this by limited means that~

at wor s t , woul d not destroy the surrounding society).

5. Neither officials nor public in America doubted that the items were

wholly controlled and could be removed by the opposing leadership:

i.e., that our demand could be L.et.

6. The stakes appeared less than vital for the opponents--i. e. they

could comply without sacrificing the survival of their regim~ or society-

and smaller than they were for us. 2

7. Although the specific move had been a surprise, the opposing officials

II t "as believed (but see earlier footnote).

2Though the retreat m~y have contributed to the do~mfall of
Krushchev himself. }1~ny of our officials perceived the relative stakes
similarly in the case of North Vietnam. They were mistaken.
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wer e known r e La t Lve Ly weLl , and regular, relatively trusted channels

of d.i.p Lomo t Lc corznurrLcat Lon existed be twe en the heads of state.

Given SOEC of the factors above, wi t hLn a f ew days of the opening

of the crisis, both NliTO and GAS allies had indicated sympathetic

support, and (by GAS action) U.S. intervention had been given the color

of international legitimacy.

Horeover, in the course of the week fo Ll.ow.l.ng the President's speech,

there was ample demonstration of support for the President's purposes-

even to the extent of accepting comsiderable risks, or pressing him to go

further--among Congress, press aud public. Indeed, the reaction of Con

gressional leaders to the President's revelations just before his speech

"ms unsettling to Kennedy in its "err.otional criticism" of his moderate

initial steps; even Senator Fulbright "~trongly advised military action

rather than such a weak step as the blockade."1 But though the President

was "upset" by the meeting, wh.i ch his brother perceived as " a tremendous

strain" on him, this congressional mooc--raade publicly evident in the

course of the week-s-was , of course) a source of Immense strength in the

coercive bargaining of the final day of the crisis. The unexpectedly

~idesprcad and firm support for the President's leadership in the crisis,

at home and abroad, presented the Soviets \-lith little opportunity Or

temptation to make counterthreats.

None of this could have been foreseen with certainty. The support

lKennedy, op. cit., p. 54.
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mj ght nol }][1V8 been there. To this extent Acheson's worries "7ere reason-

able; the decisive moves lie van t ed Idght have been forestalled» politi-

caI Ly , in the course of t.he ucc]~.l Yet if that had happened, it uoul.d

have exposed public and allied attitudes that should raise questions

about the fitness of the President's carrying out such an action at all.

If the public. or Congress, (or allies) did not. in fact, agree that the

risks for all wer e wor th taking, s1100ld the President trust his own judgT:-ent

to the extent of il'il;)osing such ris!<s upon theffi? Did he have the right?

The question does not ans~er itself; but to say the least, the burden of

proof Vlould be: upon him, 2:1.C upon th:: advocates of such a course, to justify

it. Horcover , it woul.d be far less prudent than otherwf.se to proceed, for

in the event of initial failure. his early, reluctant support would surely

fade quickly; whLch is to say that failure would be likely, since it would

pay his opponent to hold out till this happened.

In the event, Kennedy's ultiuatUffi, delivered on Saturd2y night through

Robert Kennedy to Dabrynin , carried the utBOSt weight of credibility) f~r

more than it could have conveyed a wcek earlier. Though none of the "cres cendo

of military measures" during the \:2ek had, short of the ultimatum, s Loved

the Russian installations of the Eissiles, they joined with the indications

of political suppert to make that final warnLng maximally believeable. 2

lAcheson emphasizes the coming to operational status of the missiles
as imposing the time urgency; but this in itself did not call for a fait
accompli, either when the bases were discovered or a week later. Given
Acheson's confidence in l1reasonablel1 Soviet responses to military action,
it is not clear why this should have made so much difference anyway . Ob
viously, Acheson was concerned about queasiness in the masses, if not in the
President himself) especially after DIe missiles approached readiness.

2The shoot Lng-sdovn of a lJ-2 on Saturday morning added a crucial element
of Schelling's "t.hrea t that leaves something to chance, It in a way that has
not yet been fully revealed. But that is another story.
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l;'hatever the realistic odds on the success of c: process of "pressurea"

and t.hr c at; at the start of the "Jed:, they Here vastly higher by ~;'2ek's

end.

'rhis is not to say that the remaining r Lsks of the corcrl t.ment; pro

cess in Cuba II we r e prudent or wor t.h taking. 1 Ted Sorensen notes at the

end of Robert Kennedy's mcmoir that, had he lived: "It was Senator Ken-

nedy's intention to add a discussion of the b&sic ethical ~uestion in-

volved: wha t , if any , circumstance or justification gives this government

or any government the moral right to bring its people and possibly all

...
people under the shadow of nuclear destructioi}?lIL.. None of the Ei2rr:oirists of

the Kennedy or Johnson eras seem to have confronted this question (which is most

relevant to the subject of this seminar). It is not easy to guess just

how Robert Kennedy woul.d have answer-ed it, if he had lived and changed a

few years longer.

l}~ o,m doubts on this score have grovm steadily ever since: especially
as research such as Graham Allison's has brought to light the remarkably
high estimates among members of the ExCom of the risk of nuclear war , many
in the neighborhood of 1/3. Even for the stakes as they S3\. them, it wou.l.d
seem culpably irresponsible to have pressed the course they did in the light
of such expectations (wh i ch Here not shared, rightly or v rougIy , at Lower
levels).

I can agree \-lith Acheson on one score (Ibid., P> 46): "One should not
play one's luck so far too often." But I thank God his gamble vas not tried;
nor can I share his contemptuous inference that Khrushchev's retreat--evi
den t Ly in the face of similar expe c t at.Lons-e--showed "bcfudd.Lemen t ;" "loss of
nerve," a "maudlin" reaction ( t1He went; to pieces when the military confronta
tion seemed inevitable. But he need not have done so.") (on the other hand,
if i did share Acheson's disappointed appraisal, I wouLd vor ry even more
than I do about the reliability of Acheson's earlier "trained laHyer's
analysis" of the lou risks of a surprise attack on the missiles,since it
presumed that Khrushchev's response woul d have been coolly and rationally
restrained.

20p . cit., p. 128.
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The po In t s to be made here are sirnp Ly that c Lr cums t ance s surrounding

CU1)3 II did ,:-",':c it Li.kc Ly that political support wou ld be forthcc::ing for

Loca l l y-rlec i s i.ve v i o l.ent. ac.t i.on ; t.hnt this r:'-'i:'fort ~ exh Lbi.t cd , dur Lng a

non-violent p~2se of threats and prepa~ations, un.derpinning these threats and

indjcat~_;-g t.ha t political support wou Ld be maintained, at least for some

period) if t l.e t.hr eat s f afLed and violent action were necessary; and that

therefore, the threats were effective.

KO:1C of this could be expected \lith r es pect; to the Rolling Tiiunder

strategy against J~orth Vietnam. Nor did U. S. of f LcLal.s expect it.

\\"'hy did they not start with such f o r ceful. but non-violent pr es sur es as a

blockade of Haiphong and Cambodia? In part, becausc this \Could r:ot be even as

decisive as the blockade of Cuba. But more (since it wou Id , nevertheless,

have been "pressure") because it wou l.d have raised ir;i_llediately risks of direct

conflict ~ith Russia OY China (and cO~Ilaints from our allies). And neither

the U.S. p~~lic nor the officials the~selves really thought that this issue

Has Forth t~at: at least, if it could possible be avoided.

\\'1:1y not seek Congressf ona L support, a Resolution or debate, directly

on the larger issues of the war and the bombing strategy; rather than Qislead

ingly, on the essentially phony issue (or occasion) of "protecting U.S. CO2-bat

units"? "iny not at least s eek the support of Congressional Lead e r sh Ip , at the

last nomcnt before launching the strikes (as in Cuba II)? Bccaus e it vas

most unLikcLy t h at; such support wou l.d be f or t.hcom Lng , early or late: at Lcas t ,

wi thout sb'.ultaneously demonstrating gr ea t doubts and division.

{·Thy, t hroughout 1964-65, we.r e precise demands never spelled out to the

Hanoi Lcac crsh i p or the VS, either publicly or pr Ivat e Iy? Internal analyses

in the Cove rnmcnt; did list such specific hopes as DRV r cr-ovaI of cadres, rc

groupcC's, units; the enclinr. of radio communications to the VC; enclin;:, of in-
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(Public demands vouId also have created public pressures for moni-later.

f i Lt.r a ti.on arid ,,-,;,;>ly; pub Li c DRV direc.tives to the VC to lay cOI·;rn their

wcre missiles, Eat pcopLe , brought in by sea): stop all Lnf i.l.t r at Lon f rora

North to South, or e I ir.rina t c the Communis t o r gani.z ati.ou in ~~orth or South.

Nor v.cr c our of f i c Lal s surc that HCDoi could be b rough t to do these

things by!!:I!:Y p r e s sure s ; not united on 110\-7 much it wou Ld be vo r th to try.

For a nUITbcr of advisors, it did not S2em prudent to COf~~it the U.S. evC:l

privately, much less publicly, to demands they might well want to compromise

elude the capabi!ity Lo enforce such results unilaterally. ~e could punish

VLet.names e in l;~'Lth 2:-,J SOuth; and ,!e could, w.i.t.h U.S. troops, block VC total

victory in the cities of South Vietnam. But two things ,·:e coul.d not do

(the very two "~2 could do, puys LcaI Ly , in Cuba, whc r e the o f f e ud i.ug items

taring and enfo r ceraent procedures) another area wher e "tacit compromise"

might prove dcs i rabLe) . Thus) the "progressive squeete-ar3-t21k" option

attracted suppor t f r om a diverse coalit ion of adv i.s or s in late 164 in part

precisely b ecai.se it did not specify just what; the "talk" vou Ld be about, or

when it v.ou l d start, or end.

The results of all these considerations, in 1964: threats and demonstrative

actions that \·~2re vague and contradictory; an overall pattern anb Lgu ous v i t.h

respect to wha t was threatened, what; was demanded, and the likelihood that any

pressure at all would be carried out.

The year started v-Lth public statements by both Pr c s Id cn t Johnson and

Se c rct a r y Rus l: in Feb ru a ry th2t "those engaged in external d i r cc t Lon LInd

supp.Ly " of guc r r i11as in Sout.lre Vietnam "wou Ld do \\1ell to be reminded and to
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re"er.lber that this type of aggressio-;J. is e deeply c.::mgcrous bame.l11 During

the suncCcr the s ame warnf.ng was conveyed pr Lvnt.cl y to the Hanoi leadership.

Yet during ·the year, whl.Le infiltration grev , !II:~,;~ suf fe rcd s et.backs and

politics grew ever more unstable in Saigon, no U.S. action resulted. There

was, to be sure, the Tonkin Gulf lIreprisel"; but that was carefully (even

tendentiously) related to attacks on Americ211s, not to supply of guerrillas;

and even this restricted criterion for retaliation was called into question

when attacks on U.S. planes at Eien Boa and oa the Brink's BOQ brou~lt no

response.

Well, there was a reason for all this non-a~tion:2 the election.

Precisely.

It was perfectly obvious that the mood of tae electorate promised the

greatest possible majority (the largest in history, in fact) to a campaign

platform oppos~ Goldwater's advocacy of various recklessnesses, including

bombing. The credibility of warnings to Hanoi had to yield to the political

benefits of implied promises not to send American boys or even planes to

fight in Southeast Asia.

Reportedly Johnson regrets, now, that he ffiay have given Hanoi (along

with the U. S. electorate) a "misleading signal" about his 0\·1Il real intnetions

and determination in the caIi'.paign of '64. Probably he did not. But that

was not what they would mainly watch for. The signal they probably caught--and

they were not~Tong·-was that it was politically rewarding for him in 1964 to im-

ply to the public he was not leading then toward a large war in Asia. nley

1Depar t.ment, of State Bulletin, Harch lG, 1954.

2Aside from the fact, \mlloticecl by mos t; high-level advi.so r s , that
the coercive bombi.ng strategy was a rotten idea.
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knew they could assure him a large, long var , if be. chose to start one at

all.

They Lay 01' may not have foreseen the pre c Lse impact of the resulting

Itcredibility gClp.1t But the mood of the public, foretold by Johnson's tactics

and confi~:ed by his success, could only reassure them on the ultimate out

come: or at the very least, on the relative merits of holding on under pres

sure and proLongLng the war , whi.Le raising its costs for America.

The reasons Hhy it was hard for the Johnso~ Administration to send a clear

and stronz coercive message were undoubtedly evident to them, and they could

expect thEill to inl1ibit the escalation process itself, as Hell.

These reasons for failing to eA~ress precise demands or threats or to

foretell unequivocally in word or deed the carrying out of threats, of course,

had nothing to dO,wirh unfamiliarity with the works of Kahn and Schelling.

They reflected reservations and divisions about the conflict within and among

officials, but much more, within the public. And these, in turn, reflected

the simple facts of the situation, plus the fact that, as seen (quite reasonably)

by the pualic, not one of the characteristics of the Cuba II confrontation listed

earlier applied in Vietnam. It was not that the American people, in just two

years, had turned "so f t " or apathetic. There was just no \..ray to convfnv e the

great majority of the public, over a prolonged period, that the issues and

s t akcs in Vietnam wer c equivalent to those posed by Cuba II or Berlin.

This did not preclude a ~assive, prolonged conflict, given the unwillingness

of the American public to.lliose" a violent contest, once started. Nor did it

preclud2 willingness or even pressure froR part of the public and Congress to

accept utmost violence and risk in pursuit of victory, once frustration had
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built up. But that voul.d L2 cot.nt.e r e d by intense opposition from ano t.hc r

part of an increas:Lngly-pclariz~:1pu:lic, if not by prudence and scruples

in the minds of high-leve: pIic;-n~:~rs tt~~selves.l

There wer e other Lnl.Lb Lt i.cns , as weLl., 01: the actual c s caI ation pro-

cess that had already s hoved Dr c IearLy irr 1964 as inhibitions on the "signalling"

process. Ins tability of the GYX: fear t!'.2t heavy pressure on North Viet-

nam might cause reprisals in the South ths.t woul.d tcr ack ARVN or the GV1~. Pres-

sure by hawks in the U. S. (if encour aged too much or too soon by publicly

adopting their v Lew of the challenge and cilitary possibilities) for a var

effort in the South that wcul.d destroy n.2 Great Society budget, or for

attacks in the North that would risk general war with Russia or China and

cause revulsion destroying the cohesion of our alliances and dOEestic society.

Even tactical considerations: ·with so few rewarding targets to threaten in

North Vietnam, one could be pressed into "destroying the hostages" too soon,

earlier than Hanoils hopes of winning in the South could be frustrated.

All of these did o?erate once the bOffibing started. Hanoi and Haiphong

(in contrast, say, to Pyongyang) ~ere not destroyed, nor ~as Haiphong mined.

The dikes ~ere not destroyed. Ynere vas no mobilization of U.S. reserves,

hence no invasion of North Vietnaw. Till 1970, neither Cambodia nor Laos

were invaded. No nuclear weapons were used, or threatened.

II have always suspected that one reason ~hy the recon~encations of
the JCS for unrestricted bo=~ing of North Vietnam ~ere never followed-
quite apart from fear of Co~unist ChinJ or Russia, or even of public re
action--was that President Johnson and his main advisors did not personally
feel justified in doing to the cities, to~ms and population of North Vietnam
what we han done to Germany, Japan, or even North Korea. Perhaps I am wrong,
in guessing they did not feel it vo uLd be right, or that they h ad a right,
to do this. A hypothetical test woul d be to speculate wha t might have hap
pened to the North VietnaI:'2Se if all n-:TS of their fate could have reliably
been suppressed.

-
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Intelligence analyses had Lnd Lcrtc d o':~j t'..-': Hays in whLch pressure on

North Vietnam might bring the l. i nd s o f con ce c e i or.s U.S. officials had (p~i-

vately ) 'in mind. First, a high Lil.eLi liood , 01.' t::", cxpc r icn cc , of the e xt r cme

measures men t Lone d ab ove , for a s us t afne d r~~.io~. Se ccnd , lesser pn:sS1.:1·CS on

the North (of the sort actualJy car r Lsd cut.) c.o,,-'J:Lned v i th the cert2.jnty of_

being blocked from victory by U.S. presence in C~e South for an indefinite

period.

But from a coercive point of view, it ~as v~rtually impossible to convince

the Hanoi leaders either that the U.S. could sust2.in maximally brutal attacks

upon their population (even though tLe U.S. President could undoubtedly

commence such a program) or that the U.S. could certainly bear the costs they

were capable of imposing in North ane Soutt indefinitely. And that ~as not

because they were blinded by ignorance or ~de8logy, but because they were not

blinp to realities of U.S. politics.

Moreover, they knew one thing tbat U.S. inLelligence analysts were not

able to teach their superiors, who-e--a Imos t totally ignorant of their opponents

and the history of the conflict--had to learn it from experience: that there

was essentially no chance that they, the C2ntral Corrmittee of the Lao DJng

Party in Hanoi wouLd cave in, or lose control, or even make significant con

cessions in what "as, for their Party and themselves, a vital struggle, in

response to bombing of the sort the U.S. did co~duct, let alone to less, or to

mere threats of more, or to th2 temporary presence of massive U.S. forces in

the South. So U.S. politics would have tiQe to become relevant.

They could have been wrong about the ultic2te restraints that U.S. poli

tics implied in a prolonged war. TIley co~ld yet be proved wrong. But, adver-
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sarles wor t hy of Dean Acheso:-.'s respect1, tLc:y '.'CTC no t ones to "go to pieces"

before a military confront.ot Lon \·;ith t lie U, S.; thr:y co ul.d be COU2.·~( J on to

"play it cool. 11 For this contrast 'd.th }]nushchcv in Cub a II, their c oun t r y-:

men paid.

The Cuban llissile Crisis, then, 1-72S a poor school for the conflict with

North VietnaIil and the Viet Congo Hould th'2 strategic 2nalysts ha\"2 been

better teachers to our statesmen?

No. Briefly, their analyses eah::Jdy as premises 0:" limitations nearly all

of the peculiar characteristics of the 11issile Crisis (as it is conventionally

perceived) that make that crisis a misle2cing and over-simplified paradigm for

most conflicts, including Vietnam. Conflicts ar2 presented almost invariably

as a duel, between the President and a personalized foe. Totally omittzd are

elements of structure, diversity and conflict within the opposing governments

and societies. This includes not only the political considerations discussed

above, but the bureaucratic aspects that have incr~asingly received attention

from such analysts as Andrew Harsha l.L, Richard l\eustadt, Graham Allison and

Horton Halperin.

Among results of this abstraction from bureaucracy and politics are

(1) greatly over-simplified notions of the aims, objectives, interests, in-

fluendng diplomatic and military behavior on both sides (only a feu of thos2

bearing on the bombing of North Vietnas have been mentioned here); (2) greatly

exaggerated conficeuce in the likelihood or possibility of sending clc~r, un-

ambiguous "signals" to"an.opponent," or to read sign<'.l-like meaning in opposing

military belravLor , Ho rcove r , in the light of V.S./Vietnam relations, the

lIn contrast, Acheson makes it clear, he would no sooner sit 00\\'11 to
a serious crisis wLth Nikita Khrushchev again than play high-stakes poker
with an hysterical woman.
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failing, or partly succeeding, a far crueler and more Gang
oro,:

0"'" then ,',esc

counrrym
e,,)

sec,"s far underrated in theee "rit ing
s•

All 0 I tL;" ,c."s t o

make nationel "coercion" a grossly in'preci",e and un"crti,;n Fa"""' and H

scope and impact of sim,le if,noranee of the ndvcr
s m

:
i e"

(en:; elJicc; and

analyses hint.


